Lakeland School District
Special Education Paraprofessional Handbook
2016-2017
“We welcome you to join us as we work to provide a quality education for all
students…whatever it takes.”
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Welcome to the Lakeland Area School District!

Congratulations! You are employed with a great team of people in the rewarding and
challenging world of education!
By assisting students with special needs in meeting their educational goals, you play a crucial
role in the lives of students. Please allow this handbook to serve as a resource to support you in
being successful in that role.
This handbook is intended as a resource. If you have any questions, comments or concerns
about your role as a paraprofessional, please contact your immediate supervisor for further
clarification. Thank you for your commitment to ensuring that students with disabilities in
our service area have the opportunity to succeed in learning.
Thank you, in advance, for all you will do for our students in the coming year!
Sincerely,

Margot Parsons
Supervisor of Special Education
Lakeland School District
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Introduction

The Lakeland School District values the importance and meaningful contributions that our paraprofessionals provide
within the school environment. The position of the paraprofessional is very unique within the spectrum of responsibility
and participation in the development of our students’ growth. Ongoing communication with teachers, other support staff
and administrators is also a necessary part of their duties.
It is of utmost importance that the paraprofessionals be pro-active and anticipatory in maintaining the safety, wellbeing, respect, and dignity of each student. At the same time, paraprofessionals should demonstrate an awareness and
sensitivity for each student’s responsibilities in learning and in his/her interaction with adults and other students. The
Lakeland School District recognizes the importance of mature judgment and decision-making in this critical area of
appraising students’ interactions. This is an important part of your role in helping to provide an education for students
enrolled in Lakeland.
The purpose of this resource handbook is to offer guidance for a collaborative and cohesive effort between the
paraprofessionals, teacher and school officials in providing a nurturing environment that will allow us to maximize our
combined efforts in fostering a quality education for our students. In so doing, the paraprofessionals will be offering the
Lakeland School District a very meaningful and productive contribution to our entire school community.
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School Information
R. Scott Jeffrey, Superintendent
rsjeffrey@lakelandsd.org 570-254-9485 x1011
James Pivirotto, Acting High School Principal
jpivirotto@lakelandsd.org 570-254-9485 x2010
Alan King, Principal – Lakeland Elementary/Scott
aking@lakelandsd.org
Kevin Sullivan, Principal – Lakeland Elementary/Mayfield
ksullivan@lakelandsd.org 570-254-9485 x4005
Margot Parsons, Supervisor of Special Education
mparsons@lakelandsd.org
570-254-9485 x1022
Nicole Zaleski, Special Education Administrative Assistant
nzaleski@lakelandsd.org
570-254-9485 x1004
Amber Evans, School Psychologist
aevans@lakelandsd.org
570-254-9485 x1023
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Role of the Paraprofessional
Pennsylvania Department of Education defines a paraprofessional as:
 An individual who is non-certified in the area in which they are assisting (even though he/she may be

licensed or certified in another profession or a technical field) who assists a certified professional in a team
approach to the performance of the certified professional’s assigned program responsibilities. (Pennsylvania
Department of Education, CSPG No. 101).
o An employee who assists teachers and/or other professional educators or therapists in the delivery of
instructional and related services to students.
o The paraprofessional works under the direct supervision of a teacher or other certified or licensed
professional.
o The ultimate responsibility for the design, implementation and evaluation of instructional programs,
including assessment of student progress, is the collaborative effort of certified and licensed staff.
According to federal guidance: A paraprofessional works under the direct supervision of a teacher if (1) the teacher
prepares the lessons and plans the instructional support activities the paraprofessional carries out, and evaluates the
achievement of students with whom the paraprofessional is working, and (2) the paraprofessional works in close
and frequent proximity with the teacher.
**A paraprofessional will be evaluated two times per year by their supervising teacher.
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Responsibilities of the Paraprofessional

The responsibilities of a paraprofessional include six primary areas:
 Assisting teachers/providers with building and maintaining effective instructional teams;
 Assisting teachers/providers with maintaining learner-centered supportive environments;
 Supporting teachers/providers with planning and organizing learning experiences;
 Assisting teachers/providers with engaging students in learning and assisting in instruction;
 Assisting teachers/providers with assessing learner needs, progress and achievement; and
 Meeting standards of professional or ethical conduct.

Paraprofessional Ethics
In order to protect the rights of students and parents, the paraprofessional must be aware of and practice appropriate ethical behavior.
As members of the Lakeland team, paraprofessionals have special relationships with teachers and other colleagues, with children and
their parents, and with other members of the community. The effectiveness of these relationships depends not only on the quality of
the work performance, but also on professional and ethical behavior demonstrated on the job. The professional behaviors and attitudes
expected at Lakeland do not end at the close of the school day. Please remember paraprofessionals, like all school personnel, are
representatives of Lakeland. As a Lakeland paraprofessional you are expected to:







Maintain confidentiality about all personal information and educational records concerning children and their families.
Interact in a respectful manner with children, their families, and colleagues.
Follow district or agency policies for protecting the health, safety and well-being of children.
Follow directions and guidance of teachers and other supervisors.
Maintain a record of regular attendance, arrive and depart at specified assigned times and notify appropriate personnel and
Staff Paystub Portal when you must be absent.
Demonstrate honesty, loyalty, dependability, integrity, and a willingness to learn. Demonstrate respect for cultural diversity
and individuality of all students. Follow the chain of command for various administrative procedures. Follow the Lakeland
staff handbook expectations.
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Role Between Teacher and Paraprofessional
AREA
Organization

Special Education Teacher






Assessments




The Paraprofessional

Plans weekly schedule
Plans lessons/activities.
Sets and maintains/monitors
documentation system.
Communicates all decisions/plans
Communicates needs of the
Students.
Assesses students’ skills.
Administers the assessments.
Evaluates Student Performance.





Assists in the planning process
Implements plans as specified by teacher
Monitors student progress in instructional programs and
relates findings to supervising teacher



Assists in monitoring and tracking student work and
performance as set by teacher.
May administer group assessments





Goals & Objectives



Determines appropriate goals & objectives
with the IEP Team.

Instruction



Teaches lessons for the entire class, small
groups, and individual students.

Behavior Management



Plans behavior management strategies for
groups & individuals.
Describes/prescribes appropriate risks and
limitations for each student.






Meets Parents.
Responsible for IEP development, progress
reporting & overall communication.





Design systems for data collection based on
IEP Goals and Objectives or other educational
purposes.





Working with Parents

Data Collection










Supports lessons to meet child’s instructional goals &
objectives as specified by the teacher
Reviews IEP.
Reinforces skills the teacher has introduced.
Be engaged with or monitor the student(s) at all times.
Assist student(s) during the lesson to obtain information
taught by teacher.
Implements behavioral strategies using the same emphasis
and techniques as the teacher.
Reports to teacher all activities and behaviors observed.

Communicates with parents under supervision and
direction of the teacher.
May be requested to attend IEP conferences or parent
meetings.
Collect and record data in accordance with teacher’s
instructions.
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Duties and Responsibilities

ACCEPTABLE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Teacher Assistance:
1. Assists in preparation, care and use of instructional materials and equipment.
2. Assists in maintaining good housekeeping standards.
3. Follows instructions under the leadership of the teacher.
4. Assists in maintaining desirable pupil behavior standards.
5. Assists in detecting any behavioral, health or physical deviations, which warrant the attention of the teacher.
6. Assumes supervisory role during the teacher's temporary absence (phone call from parent, restroom break, etc.)
7. Assists in recording student progress and keeps appropriate records for the teacher.
8. Operates and cares for technology and materials used in the classroom.
9. Performs related duties as assigned.
Non-Classroom:
1. Accompanies the teacher on extra-curricular trips.
2. May assist children in games and the proper use of playground equipment.
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3. May assist with clerical duties such as preparing and copying instructional materials, art materials, typing, charting, etc.
on a limited basis. Majority of time is spent with educational responsibilities.
4. Assists children to and from the bus, lunchroom, and special classes.
5. Attends professional development meetings for paraprofessionals.
6. Performs related duties as assigned.
7. Will work with teacher to complete Critical Incident Reports when appropriate.
Pupil Assistance:
1. Assists with group and individual activities.
2. Supervises children moving from place to place in a safe, orderly manner.
3. Assists children with personal care and sanitary needs.
4. Assists student with physical disabilities in walking, using wheelchairs and using special equipment.
5. Aids children in using technology.
6. Assists with fire drill and tornado procedure.
7. Performs related duties as assigned.
UNACCEPTABLE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Select or administer diagnostic and psychological instruments or interpret the results of those instruments.
2. Be solely responsible for preparing lesson plans or initiating original concept instruction.
3. Communicate with parents unless directly supervised by the teacher.
4. Be utilized as a substitute teacher, unless the paraprofessional possesses the appropriate certificate.
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6. Give medication, unless licensed or certificated to do so.
7. Grade subjective or essay tests.
8. Be responsible for assigning grades (in grade cards) to students.
9. Assume sole responsibility for managing a student’s behavior.
10. Spend unlimited time at the copier or performing non-educational duties.
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Tips and Suggestions for being a
Successful Paraprofessional
1. Supervise students in order to ensure they are safe and their needs are met.
2. Report any concerns about the welfare and/or safety of students to the teacher or other supervisor.
3. Learn the names of pupils immediately.
4. Become familiar with each student’s likes, dislikes, and habits.
5. Consult often with the teacher as to how you can help.
6. Give encouragement to pupils whenever you can.
7. Praise pupils' efforts and successes.
8. Be patient in dealing with students.
9. Become familiar with the school building, ground, and personnel.
10. Learn the routine of the school day.
11. Inform the teachers with whom you work of any special talents or interests or special experiences that you have had.
12. Offer suggestions, but don't take it personally if suggestions aren't taken.
13. Watch carefully how the teacher deals with and directs students and provide consistency for students.
14. Exchange telephone numbers with your teacher.
15. Ask for clarification when you do not understand an assignment.
16. Be mature in your conduct and demonstrate that you are a responsible person.
17. Be on time and leave at appropriate time.
18. Get plenty of rest.
19. Dress comfortably and appropriately for your job.
20. Do not leave the building during working hours without the approval of the teacher and the principal.
21. Use a positive approach, "Jimmy, you may put the puzzle pieces on the table," instead of, "Don't dump the puzzle pieces on the
floor."
22. Find something about each child for which you can compliment. Encourage and reinforce appropriate behavior.
23. Let the child know you have confidence in him/her and his/her desire to behave well.
24. Communicate with each student in a way that is developmentally appropriate and respectful.
25. Give ample opportunity for pupils to feel involved and appreciated.
26. Help children to understand reasons for rules and limits.
27. Help children to evaluate their own behavior; and, when possible, have a share in establishing rules and limits.
28. Look for the cause of misbehavior and address the cause, rather than the symptom.
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29. Remember that you are not a student teacher. Student teachers are learning to take over the classroom and will be leaving in
a few weeks.
30. Keep homework at home, and schoolwork at school. Focus on the students.
31. Treat students with respect. A school employee should never administer corporal punishment or call children derogatory
names.
32. Enter and leave room quietly, so that instructional activities are not interrupted.

Schedule
Schedules can change throughout the year based on identified needs of students’ within assignment. Any paraprofessional that is
scheduled to work more than five hours due to coverage for an absent paraprofessional, must take a 30 minute lunch. This must be
documented on all time sheets.
Paraprofessional work day hours will be determined by the district schedule. On a regular day Elementary hours are 8:00 – 3:15; High
School hours are 7:30 – 2:45. Delays/Early Dismissals will be determined by the Superintendent and announced. All paraprofessionals
and PCAs will work according to the announced schedule changes. Paraprofessionals and PCAs are expected to work 180 school days
and 5 in-service days during the school year as designated on the school calendar.

Absences/Time Clock System
Paraprofessionals must access the Time Clock System with their perspective buildings upon entering the building, before lunch, after
lunch, and when leaving the building. Time clock records will be forwarded automatically to the Coordinator of Human Resources.
To request or report an absence, log into the AESOP system. The website is: www.aesoponline.com. Please complete and turn in a
handwritten time sheet to the supervisor of special education for approval by Monday prior to the pay day.
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Confidentiality
As part of the job, a paraprofessional will have access to personal information about children and their families. Both the child and the
family have an absolute right to expect that all information will be kept confidential, and made available only to personnel in the
school or another agency who require it to ensure that the rights, health, safety, and physical well-being of a child are preserved.
Confidentiality must be maintained according to the federal laws, state regulations, and Lakeland policies. Only people who are
responsible for the design, preparation, and delivery of education and related services will have access to student records.
Other teachers, school staff, well-meaning friends, neighbors or acquaintances should not have access to information about a student's
performance level, behavior, program goals, objectives, health, or progress. Information that a student and his/her family have the
right to expect the Lakeland school district to respect the privacy about includes information such as but not limited to:
 The results of formal and informal assessments
 Social and behavioral actions
 Performance levels and progress
 Program goals and objectives
 Financial and other personal or family information
You should share concerns regarding the well-being and safety of a student with administration, the child's teacher or staff member
who is designated to play a role in the protection and welfare of the student--and no one else.
Confidentiality is one of the most critical and important aspects of your job as a paraprofessional. It's your legal responsibility
to observe both the rights of individuals with disabilities and of parents in regard to data privacy. Follow these guidelines
where issues of confidentiality are concerned:
 Never refer to other students by name in another staffing or conference or with other parents.
 Don't share specific information about an individual's program or unique needs in the lounge, hallway, etc. or out in the
community.
 Take questions you have about the organization's policies on confidentiality to the supervisor or administrator.
 Access individual records for the sole purpose of being more effective in your work with the individual.
 Go through the proper channels to access confidential information. Make sure you're authorized to do so.
 If you question policies and procedures used with an individual, discuss this privately with your supervisor. There is often
confidential information that directs specific programming of which you may not be aware.
 Speak and write responsibly when passing on information. Be aware of who might hear you or read what you have written.
 Ask yourself: How would you feel if confidential information about you or your child was freely discussed?
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Social Networking
School personnel should refrain from becoming “Friends” or regular communicators with their students on social networking
websites. One option for a reply if a student asks school personnel to be a “friend” is, “I am a school employee and so it would be
inappropriate for me to “friend” you on Facebook.”
The best and safest practice will be to refrain from discussing your job on social networking sites.
It is your responsibility.
What you write is ultimately your responsibility. If it seems inappropriate, use caution. If you’re about to publish something that
make you even the slightest bit uncomfortable, don’t shrug it off and hit “send”. Take time to review these guidelines and try to figure
out what’s bothering you and fix it. If you’re still unsure, you might want to discuss it with your supervisor. Ultimately, what you
publish is your responsibility. What you publish is widely accessible and will be around for a long time, so consider the content
carefully. Trademark, copyright, and fair use requirements must be respected.
Protect confidential information.
Be thoughtful about what you publish. You must make sure you do not disclose or use confidential information. Students, parents,
and colleagues should not be cited or obviously referenced. Do not post student pictures on your social network site/page. Public
social networking sites are not the place to conduct school business with students or parents.
Perception can be reality.
In online networks, the lines between public and private, personal and professional are blurred. Just by identifying yourself as a
Lakeland employee, you are creating perceptions about your expertise and about the district by community members, parents,
students, and the general public; and you are creating perceptions about yourself with your colleagues and managers.

Be a positive role model.
The line between professional and personal relationships is blurred within a social media contest. Educational employees have a
responsibility to maintain appropriate employee-student relationships, whether on or off duty. Both case law and public expectations
hold educational employees to a higher standard of conduct than the general public.
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Cell Phone Use

Do NOT use your cell phone during teaching and/or supervising times unless it is an absolute emergency!

Teaming

Working together as a team is critical for meeting the needs of students. The goal of the teacher- paraprofessional team is to provide
an instructional program to meet the goals for each student in such a manner that students' success is maximized. The teacher is
responsible for assessing, designing, developing, and evaluating the instructional program. The paraprofessional provides resources
and skills to assist and support the instructional program. Thus, the strength of educational programming lies not in the individual, but
in the team.
Effective communication is critical. When teachers and paraprofessionals keep their discussions focused on their students'
instructional program and their students' interests, their communication is more likely to support the educational environment they are
both engaged in creating.
Working together as a team requires that each member of the team understand and appreciate the strengths each individual brings to
the working relationship.
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Access and Familiarity with IEP’s

Where a paraprofessional supports a child eligible for special education, it is important that the paraprofessional understand what is
expected of them within the context of the implementation of the child’s IEP. Access to the child’s IEP is one means of achieving this
familiarity with the services included in the child’s IEP and understanding the role of the paraprofessional in the implementation of the
child’s IEP. Disclosure of information from the child’s IEP by the supervising teacher and other staff working with the child would
also be appropriate. Each child’s record has an access sheet included in the front of the individual record. If a staff member accesses
the child’s record, they must sign in on the access form indicating the reason they are accessing the child’s records.
This law affects the role of the paraprofessional who works or has access to confidential information. Information about a student is
confidential and should only be shared with teachers and staff who work directly with the student. Paraprofessionals who type, collect
and store education records need to be aware that the written data is confidential and should not be shared with persons outside the
educational team.
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Professional Development
It is the responsibility of each instructional paraprofessional or personal care assistant to acquire 20 hours of training each school year.
Theses 20 hours must be related to their assignment, and must be completed in order for the paraprofessional to remain highly
qualified to continue their current job assignment. The Lakeland School District will offer a number of training opportunities in the
summer and throughout the school year.
Providers such as the Pennsylvania Department of Education, PaTTAN
(http://www.pattan.net/category/Educational%20Initiatives/Paraprofessionals),
or other entities offer a variety of onsite and/or online courses. When the employee submits proof (i.e. a certificate, transcript, etc.) to
the Supervisor of Special Education that they have successfully completed the course or workshop related to their job responsibilities,
the employee would record it on their Paraprofessional Training Log. The 20 hours of professional development must be completed
annually no later than June 30th of each year.
The number of professional development hours required is dependent on the hire date of that year. Below is a chart to guide you on
how many hours will be required to complete.
Date of Hire
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

Required Training Hours
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

In summary, the Lakeland School District embraces the Department of Education's requirements to ensure that all persons who work
with young children/students with special needs have the necessary training to competently perform their job responsibilities.
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Lakeland instructional paraprofessional and personal care assistants are encouraged to contact the Supervisor of Special Education for
any questions that they may have regarding their requirement for annual training.
**Remember, it is the responsibility of the paraprofessional to acquire 20 hours of related annual training to remain qualified
to perform their job as a paraprofessional instructional aide. There will be times that more than 20 hours are acquired due to
the paraprofessional’s assignment or their participation in additional professional development opportunities.
As part of a paraprofessional/PCA training to become highly qualified, PATTAN offers certification opportunities and online training.
Visit this website to learn more:
http://www.pattan.net/category/Educational%20Initiatives/Paraprofessionals/page/Credential_of_Competency_for_Special_Education
_Paraeducators_in_Pennsylvania.html
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2016-2017 School Year
Scheduled In-service Days*:
Required Days (6.75 hours/day):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aug. 22 – 1st In-Service (Elementary only half day)
Aug. 23 – 2nd In-Service
Aug. 24 – 3rd In-Service
Oct. 26 - 4th In-Service
Oct. 31 – 5th In-Service (half day)
Mar. 15 – 5th In-Service (half day)

The In-Service days are required days. The goal is to differentiate professional development for our staff. Staff may choose to
participate in alternate professional development opportunities to exchange time for any of the exchange days listed. The parameters
provided are guidelines and may be amended for individual employees should circumstances warrant.
Guidelines:
 Director of Special Education must pre-approve plan
 Plan must include brief description of activity
 Content of exchange professional development must be relevant and beneficial to current position
 Future observations/evaluations will document implementation of new strategies/techniques
 Workshops and programs occurring during the scheduled student-day are not eligible.
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Disability Terms
Autism
A developmental disability significantly affecting verbal and nonverbal communication and social interaction, generally evident
before age 3 that adversely affects a child’s educational performance. Other characteristics often associated with autism are
engagement in repetitive activities and stereotyped movements, resistance to environmental change or change in daily routines and
unusual responses to sensory experiences. The term does not apply if a child’s educational performance is adversely affected
primarily because the child has a serious emotional disturbance. A child who manifests the characteristics of autism after age three
could be identified as having autism if the requirements of the first two sentences of this definition are satisfied.

Deaf-blindness
Hearing and visual impairments occurring together. The combination causes such severe communication and other developmental
and educational problems that the child with deaf- blindness cannot be accommodated in special education programs designed only for
children with deafness or only for children with blindness.

Deafness
A hearing impairment that is so severe that the child is unable to process language through hearing, with or without amplification, and
the child’s educational performance is affected.

Developmental Delay (Preschool)
A delay in development in one or more of the following domains: Physical development, Cognitive development, Communication
development, Social or Emotional development or Adaptive Behavior.
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Emotional Disturbance
A condition showing one or more of the following characteristics over a long period of time and to a degree that it affects a child’s
educational performance, resulting in:






An inability to learn that cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory or health factors;
An inability to build or maintain satisfactory relationships with peers and teachers;
Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances;
A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; or
A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with personal or school problems.
schizophrenia.

The term includes

The term does not apply to children who are socially maladjusted, unless it is determined that they have a serious emotional
disturbance.

Hearing Impairment
Impairment in hearing, whether permanent or fluctuating, that adversely affects a child’s educational performance, but that is not
included under the definition of deafness.

Intellectual Disability
Students with intellectual disabilities, have significantly below average intelligence and low adaptive behavior, which appear between
birth and age 16, in what is commonly referred to as the developmental period. The child’s intelligence is measured by a standardized
test (usually administered by a school psychologist), which indicates what the child has already learned and is a good predictor of how
well he/she will perform in school. This test gives an indication of the child’s range of intellectual functioning compared to other
students of the same age. The child’s adaptive behavior is an indication of his/her ability to respond properly to the environment. It is
an indicator of his/her use of “common sense” and how he/she behaves in social situations. Students must also show a significant
deficiency in their social skill development.
Children with intellectual disabilities have a slower rate of development, which often affects their academic, social and motor skills.
Sometimes these skills are not important until the child begins school, and the child’s problem can go unnoticed until his/her early
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school years. Recent developments in early identification and early intervention are improving this situation. Because of the slower
rate of development, the child will need a longer period of time to learn and will require much more repetition. Because this type of
child experiences memory problems, the challenge will be to find as many ways as possible to present the same information so that the
child will be able to retain it. Making that information practical and relevant to the child’s real life situation will be critical.
Also, because of the slower rate of learning, we must be sure to point out the tasks that these students can perform and the skills that
they do possess. This will enable them to feel good about the things that they are capable of doing and will encourage them to do
those things for themselves, thereby functioning as independently as possible.

Multiple Disabilities
Impairments that occur simultaneously (such as cognitive disability-blindness and cognitive disability-orthopedic impairment), the
combination of which causes such severe educational problems that they cannot be accommodated in special education programs
solely for one of the impairments. The term does not include deaf-blindness.

Orthopedic Impairment
A severe orthopedic impairment that adversely affects a child’s educational performance. The term includes impairments caused by
congenital anomaly (e.g., clubfoot, absence of some member), impairments caused by disease (e.g., poliomyelitis, bone tuberculosis)
and impairments from other causes (e.g., cerebral palsy, amputation and fractures or burns that cause contractures).

Other Health Impairment
Having limited strength, vitality, or alertness, including a heightened alertness to environmental stimuli, that results in limited
alertness with respect to the educational environment, that is due to chronic or acute health problems such as asthma, attention deficit
disorder or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, diabetes, epilepsy, a heart condition, hemophilia, lead poisoning, leukemia,
nephritis, rheumatic fever or sickle cell anemia and Tourette syndrome; and adversely affects a child’s educational performance.

Specific Learning Disability
A disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, that
may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, write, spell or to do mathematical calculations. The term includes
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such conditions as perceptual disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia and developmental aphasia. The term
does not include children who have learning problems that are primarily the result of visual, hearing or motor abilities, of cognitive
disability, of emotional disturbance or of environmental, cultural or economic disadvantage.

Speech or Language Impairment
A communication disorder, such as stuttering, impaired articulation, language impairment or a voice impairment that adversely affects
a child’s educational performance.

Traumatic Brain Injury
An injury to the brain caused by external physical force or by other medical conditions, including but not limited to stroke, anoxia,
infectious disease, aneurysm, brain tumors and neurological insults resulting from medical or surgical treatments. The injury results in
total or partial functional disability or psychosocial impairment, or both, that adversely affects a child’s educational performance. The
term applies to open or closed head injuries, as well as to other medical conditions that result in acquired brain injuries. The injuries
result in impairments in one or more areas, such as cognition; language; memory; attention; reasoning; abstract thinking; judgment;
problem- solving; sensory, perceptual, and motor abilities; psychosocial behavior; physical functions; information processing; and
speech. The term does not apply to brain injuries that are congenital or degenerative, or brain injuries induced by birth trauma.

Visual Impairment Including Blindness
Impairment in vision that, even with correction, adversely affects a child’s educational performance. The term includes both partial
sight and blindness. Visual impairment for any child means:
 A visual impairment, not primarily perceptual in nature, resulting in a measured visual acuity of 20/70 or poorer in the better
eye with correction; or
 A physical eye condition that affects visual functioning to the extent that special education placement, materials and/or
services are required in an educational setting.
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Definitions of Most Commonly Used Terms in
Special Education
ACADEMIC - Refers to subjects such as reading, writing, math, social studies and science.
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS - A test that measures what a child has already learned.
ACTING OUT - Behavioral discharge of tension in response to a present situation or stimulus, as if it were the situation or stimulus
which was originally associated with the tension. Often a chronic and habitual pattern of response to frustration and conflict.
ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR - That behavior which is considered appropriate for a given individual in a specific context. This term
usually refers to behavior that is judged accepted by authorities, such as teachers, and not in need of modification. These authorities
are guided by developmental and society norms for making such judgments.
ANNUAL Goals - Specific and concrete statements of what skills a student should have at the end of a school year. Goals tell
WHERE a student is going and WHEN he/she is expected to get there.
APHASIA - A weakening or loss of the ability to send and/or receive verbal and/or written messages; not connected with diseases of
the vocal cords, eyes or ears.
APRAXIA - Condition in which there is no paralysis, but the motor activity cannot be coordinated normally. Seen as impulsive, jerky
movements and tremors with disruptions in balance.
APTITUDE TEST - Measures someone's capacity, capability or talent for learning something.
ARTICULATION - The ability to speak – expressing oneself clearly. Disorders of speech are manifested in the form of omissions
(leaving out sounds), substitutions (teef for teeth), distortions (lisping), or additions (skippering for skipping).
ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION - Assessment encompasses all those functions in the testing and diagnostic process leading up to
development of an appropriate, individualized, educational program and placement for a special education child. May include
screening to identify potentially disabled or gifted children; the observation, testing and diagnosis of those children to specifically
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identify each child's assets and deficits; and the definition of educational needs based on the specific conditions and learning profile.
AUDIOLOGIST - A person who identifies and measures hearing loss and helps in the rehabilitation of those with hearing
impairments.
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION - A procedure that is based on the belief that all behavior is learned and therefore can be unlearned
(changed). One must decide the specific behavior to be changed and decide on a definite plan for accomplishing that goal.
BEHAVIORAL GOALS/OBJECTIVES - Objectives, which are written to describe what, a child will be able to do as a result of
some planned instruction. BEHAVIORAL objectives are usually interpreted as objectives that can be measured in some definitive or
quantitative way, e.g., given a list of ten (10) three-letter words, Johnny will orally read eight (8) of the ten (10) words correctly within
90 seconds.
CONFIDENTIALITY - Although the concept of confidentiality of job related information is inherent with any profession, the need
for strict confidentiality must be stressed when dealing with exceptional children. Information relating to a child's exceptionality and
corresponding remedial programs may be discussed with your supervising teacher, building administrator, regular education
classroom teacher, and director of student services, but no further. Avoid lunchroom, lounge, and back fence gossip.
CONGENITAL - Usually a defect which exists at the time of birth.
DECODING - Ability to change sounds or symbols into ideas.
DEFICIT - Delay or inadequacy in functioning due to general immaturity and developmental lag.
DEVELOPMENTAL - Successive changes during the process of natural growth.
DIAGNOSIS - The process of identifying the nature, cause or extent of a disease or response.
DISABILITY – A physical or mental impairment that interferes with or prevents normal achievement in a particular area.
DISTRACTIBILITY - The ready and rapid shifting of attention through a series of unimportant stimuli -- inability to fix attention on
any one subject. Similar to short attention span, it more appropriately suggests an inability to concentrate on one thing for very long
without distractions.
DYSGRAPHIA - Impairment in spontaneous writing.
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DYSLEXIA - A disorder of children who, despite conventional classroom experience, fail to learn to read. The term is most
frequently used when neurological dysfunction is suspected as a cause of the reading disability.
EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS - The early childhood paraprofessional is a team member who works under the supervision of
the certificated teacher. His/her duties are reinforcing in nature and are designed to assist individual children in achieving behavioral
and developmental objectives as established by the teacher, consultant, and therapist responsible for evaluation and programming.
ECHOLALIA - Automatic reiteration of words or phrases, usually those that have just been heard.
EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE SKILLS - Skills required to produce language for communication with other people. Speaking and
writing are expressive language skills.
GIFTED - Those individuals who have potential for outstanding performance by virtue of superior intellectual abilities . . . those
with demonstrated achievement and/or potential ability.
GRADE EQUIVALENT - The score a student obtains on an achievement test, translated into a standard score which allows the
individual student's score to be compared to the typical score for students in his grade level. A "grade equivalent" score of 6.0 means
the score that the average beginning sixth grader makes; a "grade equivalent" score of 6.3 means the score that the average student
who has been in sixth grade for three months makes. In addition to grade equivalent scores, actual work samples need to be gathered
to avoid misinterpretation of the student's actual performance in a specific academic subject.
HYPERACTIVITY - Excessive activity. The person seems to have a surplus of energy and is unable to control movements for even
a short length of time.
IEP - INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM - A written statement, developed by the assessment team [school administration,
psychologist, special education teacher, child's teacher(s) and parent(s)] translating child evaluation information into a practical plan
for instruction and delivery of services. According to IDEA, the content of the IEP, related to a particular disabled child, is as follows:







Present levels of educational performance;
Annual goals and short-term objectives;
Specific educational services to be provided;
Extent to which child will participate in regular classroom;
Projected date for initiation and duration of services;
Objective criteria and evaluation procedures;
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 Schedule and procedures for review (must be at least annually); and
 Consideration of special factors.
IMPULSIVITY - Behavior engaged in without sufficient forethought or care.
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT (I.Q.) - A number, which tells how, a person's performance on a standardized test compares with the
performance of an average person of his same chronological age. Average I.Q. is 100; Average Range = 90-110.
ITINERANT TEACHER - Travels from school to school helping the child with special needs and acting as a consultant for the
regular teacher.
LANGUAGE, EXPRESSIVE - Speaking and writing.
LANGUAGE, RECEPTIVE - Listening and reading.
LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT - The concept that each disabled child is to be placed in a learning environment that
most closely approximates the learning environment of his/her non-disabled peers (regular classroom) and provides for the most
appropriate educational opportunities for the disabled child.
MAINSTREAMING/Inclusion - In situations where students are being mainstreamed into regular class programs, the
paraprofessional may assist the teacher to facilitate the mainstreaming process. At times when the teacher is working with the
exceptional pupils, the paraprofessional works with the class in a group activity.
MOTIVATION - A stimulus to action; something (a need or desire) that caused one to act.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (OT) - Treatment provided by a therapist trained in helping the patient develop mental as well as
physical well-being in all areas of daily life, e.g., self-care, prevocational skills, etc. The therapist involves the patient in active
participation of the treatment process to help speed up the recovery and rehabilitation process.
PERCENTILE RANK - A number, between 0- 100, that tells what percentage of individuals in a group got scores below a certain
score. A percentile rank of 78 says that the person scored higher than 78% of the group and lower than the other 22%. Percentile rank
should not be confused with the percentage score on the test. READING COMPREHENSION - The ability to understand what one
has read. RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL - Provides a "home-away-from-home" setting, and is primarily used for a child who is multihandicapped or whose school district cannot give him/her the special help needed.
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SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES - A series of intermediate steps that will take the student from where he/she is now to accomplishing
an annual objective.
SPEECH PATHOLOGIST, SPEECH THERAPIST, OR TEACHER OF SPEECH/ LANGUAGE IMPAIRED - A person
trained to provide analysis, diagnosis and therapy for speech and language disturbances.
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Lakeland Para-Professional/PCA Staff Development
Offsite Reporting Form
Name: __________________________________________

Date: ___________________

Assignment:: __________________________________________________________________________________
Class
/
location
/
leader
Training Date

Location

Description of Activity

Number of
Hours

This form must be completed at the conclusion of each activity and submitted to the special
education office. Proof of certificate/grade/completion must be submitted with this form.

Documentation/Measurement*:
The following are examples of acceptable documentation. Not all items will apply in all
situations, but are to be used when appropriate. Additional items will be considered on an
individual basis.




Registration form, agenda, handouts
Discussion summaries
Certificates

Supervisor of Special Education Initials
Approved Hours: ________

__________ Date _______________

Appendix A

Appendix B

Lakeland School District
Employee Evaluation for 2016-2017

Special Education

Position:

Paraprofessional/PCA

Name of Employee:

Name of Supervisor:
Lakeland School District

Rating Criteria
2015 -2016

Exceeds Expectations: The employee performs duties and tasks successfully without prompting and
without unnecessary direction or correction from his supervisor and completes all duties and tasks with an
unusually high level of proficiency.
Meets Expectations: The employee performs duties and tasks successfully without unnecessary direction
or correction from his supervisor.
Satisfactory with Targeted Areas of Improvement: The employee “gets the job done”; however, the duties
and tasks could be and should be completed more effectively, more efficiently and/or with a higher quality.
Needs Improvement: The employee completes duties and tasks well below expectations. An employee
cannot remain in a “Needs Improvement” mode for an extended period of time. If at any time during the year
an employee receives a “Needs Improvement” rating, that area(s) will be rated again within sixty (60)
calendar days. The supervisor will make every effort to assist the employee in acquiring a higher level of
performance. If the employee does not accept nor respond to a supervisor’s assistance, guidance and
direction, the employee will be rated “Unsatisfactory”.
Unsatisfactory: The employee does not accept nor respond to a supervisor’s assistance, guidance and
direction. If at any time during the year an employee receives an “Unsatisfactory” rating, that area(s) will be
rated again within thirty (30) calendar days. Employees remaining in an unsatisfactory mode will be in
jeopardy of termination.
Supervisor’s Comments: Completion of the “Comment” component is optional for the supervisor. In some
cases, supervisors may choose to elaborate on an employee’s performance. In other cases, no comment may
be necessary. Some supervisors may choose to simply reinforce an employee’s performance with a “good
job” type comment. “Targeted Areas of Improvement”, “Needs Improvement” and “Unsatisfactory” ratings
require comments.
Employee’s Comments: This is optional and may be used to offer information or to respond to an
evaluation. Should the employee choose to submit a written disclaimer of the evaluation, the disclaimer will
be attached to the evaluation form.

Section I
Rating Key:
(U)

Exceeds Expectations (EE)

Meets Expectations (ME)

Satisfactory (S)

Job Knowledge: The employee understands his/her work duties and knows what
needs to be done in order to do his/her job. The employee’s skills and knowledge fulfill
the responsibilities of the position. There is knowledge of how the job fits into the
organization as a whole and/or affects others in his/her department and/or
organization.

Needs Improvement (NI)

Comments:

Required for U

EE
Work Ethic: The employee approaches responsibilities with a positive attitude and
an understanding of the service-oriented mission of the Lakeland School District and
its programs. The work an employee performs should be more than “just a job”. How
the duties and tasks are completed are a reflection of the employee’s work ethic.

ME

team member. Colleagues, employees from entities served by the Lakeland School
District and community members should see the employee as supportive and dedicated
to the overall success of the Lakeland School District. There should be an observed
courtesy, friendliness, and cooperation extended to others within the Lakeland School
District.

Motivation: The employee exhibits and promotes productivity of colleagues by
providing encouragement, assistance, and support. There is never a need to prompt the
employee to complete his/her duties. When the employee completes a task, he/she will
move onto another.

relative to standards or known expectations, free of errors or waste, and in accordance
with directions given. Assessment should include evaluation of such factors as effort,
use of time, care taken to complete tasks, appropriate amount of time
Taken to complete tasks, experience, and/or need for training.

ME

employee expectations. Essentially, the employee does not bypass, nor needs to be
reminded of basic principles of employment.

maintains a positive rapport with colleagues and others who do business with the
Lakeland School District. There is a clear demonstration of personal respect for all
others. Even though not every employee will look favorably upon every other
employee, interpersonal respect is clearly expected.

NI

U

Required for U

EE

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

.

Comments:

Required for U

Comments:

Required for U

ME

S

NI

Comments:

Required for U

EE
Practices Excellent Interpersonal Skills: The employee establishes and

U

Comments:

EE
Functions within the Policies and Guidelines of the Schuylkill
Intermediate Unit: The employee accepts and adheres to Board policies and daily

NI

Required for U

EE
Productivity and Follow-Through: The employee produces quality work

S

Comments:

EE
Teamwork: There must be a willingness of the employee to work with others as a

Unsatisfactory

ME

S

NI

U

Comments:

Required for U

EE

ME

S

NI

U

Rating Key:
(U)

Exceeds Expectations (EE)

Meets Expectations (ME)

Satisfactory (S)

Attendance: The employee recognizes the importance of attending work
consistently, arriving early enough to be prepared to work when the workday begins,
and remaining on task until the workday ends. The employee consistently and
accurately follows established protocol for documenting destinations when working
outside of the Lakeland School District buildings.

Needs Improvement (NI)

Comments:

Required for U

EE
Planning Effectiveness: The employee is able to develop plans and establish time
lines to complete short-range and long-range tasks. All positions include duties that
require a plan of action. The employee must know what needs to be completed, how
long it will take to complete the tasks, who else may be involved in the completion of
the tasks, and what deadlines must be met. Plans to complete tasks should include
contingencies to account for delays and closings due to inclement weather and illness.

Unsatisfactory

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

ME

S

NI

U

Comments:

Required for U

EE

Personal Qualities: An employee’s actions and appearance must project a positive

Comments:

image of himself/herself and the Lakeland School District. Some expectations
respective to an employee’s actions are: displaying a positive attitude when
completing duties, maintaining self-control, demonstrating poise, and accepting
constructive criticism objectively. In the area of appearance, an employee is expected
to follow the Dress Code, maintain a neat, clean work space, and produce projects that
upon completion reflect the professionalism of the Lakeland School District.

Required for U

EE

Section II
Rating Key:

Exceeds Expectations (EE)
Unsatisfactory (U)

Meets Expectations (ME)

Satisfactory (S)

Needs Improvement (NI)

Comments:
Confidentiality and Compliance: maintains the confidence of students and staff
within the school environment and the community. Follows the established chain of
command within the Lakeland School District’s structure.

Required for U

EE
Comments:
Staff Development: Participates in at least 20 hours of approved professional
development activities and in appropriate in-service programs as required.

Required for U

EE
Comments:
Performance of Duties: Assists with Instructional Activities assigned by the
teacher, competently and with confidence, without overstepping responsibilities.
Provides supervision of students in order to maintain a safe environment. Adapts to
change as required by the situation.

Required for U

EE
Comments:

Communication Skills: Communicates effectively with Administration, teachers,
and other staff members. Demonstrates respectful interactions with students by using
appropriate voice, manner, and language level for the student population being served.

Required for U

EE

Supervisor Comments:

Employee Comments:

Supervisor’s Signature

Employee’s Signature

Date

Date

Appendix C
Lakeland School District
Para-Professional/PCA Training Log
2016-2017
Name: _______________________________________
________________________________________

Class Location:

Class/Program: _____________________________________

School Year_______________

DATE OF
INSERVICE OR
STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

LOCATION OF
INSERVICE/STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

# OF
HOURS

Title of Training or Activity

Total # of
Hours:

Supervisor’s Signature
1.
2.

Date

All Para-Professionals/PCAs (FT/PT) must complete 20 hours of staff development training each program year annually by June 30th.
It is your responsibility to maintain this documentation for submission to your supervisor at the end of the year.
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